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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Black Mountains Land Use Partnership (BMLUP) brings together farmers and graziers, land
owners, Brecon Beacons National Park Authority, Natural Resources Wales, and Welsh Water. The
partnership was awarded a three year Sustainable Management Scheme (SMS) grant of
£1,004,155.00 which is funded by the EU and Welsh Government. The partnership aims to improve
the quality of farming and environmental habitats, the protection of natural capital such as water
and soil, wildlife and biodiversity, and the wellbeing and economic health of those who live and work
in this iconic area.
Resources for Change was appointed in March 2018 to undertake research and generate a final
report that is innovative and addresses the social, environmental and economic needs of the Black
Mountains.
Engagement and consultation were carried out using several techniques: online survey, drop-in
session, face to face visits and phone interviews. Desk research included information and data
provided by the partners and web searches. A validation session with the Partnership Board was
held in July when findings and interim conclusions were presented and discussed.
In brief the findings identified below have been divided by R4C into strengths and weaknesses:

STRENGTHS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traditional Skills in agriculture, stockmanship, hedging, drystone walling
Common interest as all have grazing rights (used or not) – strength in numbers (100 graziers)
All have Black Mountains walks and inbye land
Experience of working together cooperatively – BMLUP, Glastȋr.
Location – easy access to economic centres: Cardiff, Bristol, Hereford, Birmingham, London
Farmers are in it for the long haul, farming through generations
Tourism is significant locally, with existing promotion of the Brecon Beacons, plus specific to
Black Mountains.
National Park nationally known and promoted

WEAKNESSES
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

No effective / reliable communication between graziers.
Weak infrastructure, internet, mobile phone signal.
Not all active farmers are able to find a home locally.
Young people are unable to stay or find work locally.
We are told the average age is high (nearly 70 described as being one of the younger ones)
Not all those with grazing rights take them up.
Several want to continue as they are, but also need a secure income after Brexit.
Few are adding value to the basic product.
Cross Wales/England border means working with more public bodies with different criteria.
Some disruptive tourism
National Park Regulations
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Analysis and further research presented a range of options for enterprise development, of which the
majority would be ideally suited to a partnership, Community Interest Company or Cooperative.
They also include a diversity of skillset requirements, which we consider essential to ensure a
resilient community that retains its young people and attracts others to join.
Fourteen options are included in the main document that offer innovation and security. Presented
here are five, with their skill requirements to give a flavour of the options identified:
INTERIM STAGE OPTIONS

SKILLS NEEDED

FARM EXPERIENCE BREAKS
Work with other suppliers to create a range of products that
together makes a package e.g.
• Sunday B&B, Evening meal at pub / restaurant – local
food throughout,
• Monday – Farm X hedging day with lunch
• Tuesday – free day packed lunch provided
• Wednesday – sorting sheep and lambs with lunch
• Thursday – Guided walk – with packed lunch
• Friday – Free day. Evening quiz night in the pub
(maybe what they should have learned during the
week). Spit roasted lamb BBQ.
EAT THE VIEW
Develop skills to provide a range of local foods and drinks that
are made available through tourism providers and other places
that sell food and drink. This could include bread and bakery
from Talgarth Mill and Brecon Cider from Black Mountains
apples. Ready meals for holiday cottages, honey, sausage &
bacon from Wild by Nature, Beef from Black Mountain beef.
Develop additional products e.g. heather beer,
MANAGEMENT OF THE MOUNTAIN
Reach agreement on the management of the Black Mountains
and work in co-operation e.g. gathering, dipping, eradication of
scab and ticks.
This will be less time consuming, welfare will be improved, and
the land will be better managed.

People skills – including, talking to
groups, IT skills to manage bookings and
take payments etc

BLACK MOUNTAINS WILDLAND
Develop a visitor offer for unproductive and “wild” land,
considered wilding additional land.

Grazing animals for habitat and wildlife.
Knowledge of wildlife and an ability to
share this with small groups
Planning skills to develop a range of one
day excursions (“safaris”) aimed at
different audiences – bird-watchers/
students / etc
Relevant insurances
Understanding of the political context in
order to target activity
Networking skills with bodies outside
agriculture e.g. Social Services / Health
bodies including understanding their
targets
Knowledge of providers, e.g. trained walk
guides, yoga teachers etc

Knepp estate in Sussex has allowed 3,500 acres to rewild and
now has a viable business with camping, glamping, cottages,
safaris and wild range meat.
BLACK MOUNTAINS FOR HEALTH
Link in to Govt health and well-being objectives by offering
opportunities for PSBs in Wales to meet their well-being
objectives e.g.
Half/one day guided walk for the unfit
Regular opportunities for volunteering from certain groups e.g.
supported people with moderate learning difficulties (fee to be
charge to the LA)
Planned and promoted circular walks of varying distances
Yoga barns
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Other skills
Food hygiene for food preparation
Other non-skills
Insurance

People skills – networking and
negotiation skills to broker deals with
suppliers
Food hygiene skills for food preparation
Specialist skills for additional products
e.g. brewing etc
Marketing and IT skills for promotion and
management of sales
People skills – working co-operatively in a
more formal way, negotiation, purchasing
and selling skills

INTRODUCTION
Black Mountains Land Use Partnership (BMLUP) was awarded a Sustainable Management Scheme
(SMS) grant of £1,004,155.00 which is funded by the EU and Welsh Government. The three year
funding has an overall aim with several objectives and focussed areas of activity.
The partnership brings together farmers and graziers who live, work, and manage livestock on the
Black Mountains, working alongside land owners, Brecon Beacons National Park Authority, Natural
Resources Wales, and Welsh Water, to discuss and collaborate on the current and future
management, sustainability and conservation of the Black Mountains. …… it aims to improve the
quality of farming and environmental habitats, the protection of natural capital such as water and
soil, wildlife and biodiversity, and the wellbeing and economic health of those who live and work in
this iconic area.
Resources for Change (R4C) was appointed in March 2018 to undertake research and generate a
final report that is innovative and addresses the social, environmental and economic needs of the
Black Mountains.
CONTEXT
Fewer young people are joining the industry, particularly on hill and upland holdings, where
succession planning is often postponed indefinitely. Along with the need to retain and attract young
people, there is acknowledged value in
maintaining traditional skills, and a
need to develop new ones. This project
meets the requirements set out in The
Environment (Wales) Act 2016 and the
Well Being for Future Generations
(Wales) Act 2015 in particular looking
at resilience, for the communities and
the land upon which they depend.
Rural communities do not need to be
reminded of the devastating impact of
FMD in 2001, which practically brought
the rural economy and communities to
their knees; yet many new and
innovative businesses started up
because of that crisis and the
acknowledgement that it is essential to
build resilience into any business plan.
There are constraints brought about
through TB and other issues such as
tick-borne fever, sheep scab and the
balance between tourism and stock
management.
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The Welsh Food and Drink Skills Project found that 45% of food businesses reported technical skills
gaps; these are especially prominent in areas relating to business management and accounting.
Farmers in particular were found to be susceptible to skills gaps in their businesses because of a
tendency to create a division between farming activity and the business end of running a farm.
The Black Mountains cross border project covers 24,600Ha and, along with the Graziers Association,
which has over 100 members, the Partnership comprises six private estates, public utilities and
public bodies in Wales and England. With approximately a third of the Black Mountains Land Use
Partnership project area being SSSI, it is of considerable importance nationally and internationally
for its size, altitude and the flora and fauna it supports.
Skills for the Future of Upland Farming is one strand of this partnership project. The steering group
has been keen that this work and the final Concept Options paper should focus on the agricultural
community, which has been the target audience for consultation. The logic for this focus has
remained the desire and willingness of the partnership as a whole to enable the resident farming
community to benefit as much as possible from the project and secure their families’ and farms’
futures through this engagement and interaction, along with the opportunity to test ideas and draw
on entrepreneurial enterprise from outside the locale.
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PROCESS
Following the inception meeting, when communications and contact details provision was agreed, a
Consultation Framework (appended) was created and agreed by the Board. In the first week of May
face to face consultation started and the online survey went live.
The Consultation Framework sets out the background, a logical framework and the specific
techniques which have been agreed with the steering group. Once the framework was agreed, the
online survey went live, with the Grazier Association Chairman and Vice Chairman having agreed to
circulate the link and introductory email throughout the Association members. Five contacts were
provided in early May so that some interviews could be carried out, from these contacts other
names were gathered. Following the first group of face to face interviews Resources for Change
undertook internal analysis; assessing the information gathered, testing findings to identify common
themes and individual opinions. The initial question set was reviewed, and some adjustment was
made to ensure an iterative process.
Partnership project work undertaken so far, together with National Park reports such as results of
visitor surveys and other information supplied by the Park and the Partnership was also reviewed.
Further face to face interviews were held with graziers and then the focus moved to phone
interviews and web search. Web searches were carried out to seek local, national and international
opportunities. Some of these were identified as suitable for phone conversations to gather more
information on the existing businesses, opportunities for sharing skills and adding value.
The Resources for Change team undertook detailed analysis, which informed the options presented
at the validation meeting and contained within this document.
A validation session was held with the Partnership Board at which the process and findings were
presented. Key Options were then presented and discussed.
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FINDINGS
Numbers of responses to all methods of engagement have been poor, and the contact details of the
137 graziers has not been made available to Resources for Change; however, every effort has been
made to compensate for this by additional techniques such as a drop-in event and extra web
research. Visiting those farmers whose names were provided or gathered from previous interviews
proved effective and has informed further research.
The process for consultation followed four techniques:
Survey

Face

Online survey – 5th May – End July

Face to face visits - 7

Phone

Phone calls – 4

Drop in

Drop in session – 28th June 11am – 8pm

ONLINE SURVEY
The online survey went live during the first week of May, only two people responded. It was
relaunched in June and no further responses were received, our records show that nobody went
onto the questionnaire even to look.

FACE TO FACE INTERVIEWS
It was agreed that the graziers’ contact details would be provided to R4C by the beginning of April.
At the end of that month the project manager was able to give details of five graziers. All contact
data was stored securely by R4C in compliance with data protection and GDPR. Visits were arranged
in advance by phone, and during those visits a further three names with phone numbers were given.
Of the 8 graziers whose contact details we were able to source all were helpful; with 7 agreeing to a
face to face interview for 1.5 -2 hours; one was only able to respond to emails.
During interviews there was a tendency to focus on what was wrong, rather than opportunities; it
was difficult to glean aspiration. It was noted that the graziers believed their skill levels to be high
and there not be a need for training; however; it was clear that the focus of their response was on
traditional skills. Book-keeping and administration is typically carried out locally by a few trusted
people, when the farmer does not have capacity / ability to do this in house. It was difficult to gather
information on strategic and succession planning.
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Issues that were identified included:
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

Fewer graziers utilising their rights means that hefting is difficult.
Because of TB it would be difficult to graze cattle as one reactor within the surrounding area
of the owner’s holding would mean gathering cattle from the whole mountain to perform
contiguous tests and could close down all the farms that graze the mountain.
Under-grazing has a major impact with a considerable increase in bracken over the past 40
years. This has led to a problem with ticks and is also a potential fire hazard.
To move stock from one field to the next requires a movement licence when the national
boundary is crossed.
Lack of joined up thinking and action between the public bodies and large organisations
cause local difficulties.

The view was also expressed that traditionally the holdings surrounding the Black Mountains used
their grazing rights; all contributing to the landscape and having the opportunity to benefit from it.
Currently many properties are used for tourism which is dependent upon the landscape, but the
property owners no longer contribute to its upkeep.

WEB SEARCH
Web searches identified several enterprises that are based in the Black Mountains, these are listed
on page 20. They include food and drink, pharmaceutical, arts and tourism. There are other wellknown links to the area such as novels, for example Bruce Chatwin On the Black Hill and Owen
Sheers Resistance.

PHONE CALLS
Following the web search some of the businesses were contacted by phone, enabling the researcher
to gather more detail on their enterprise and any opportunities they had identified or would
consider for the future.

DROP IN SESSION
In May it became clear that three different consultancies were working on the overall project and
needed to engage with the same group:
▪
▪
▪

Resources for Change – Skills for the Future of Upland Farming
AECOM – Ecosystem Services
ADAS – Evaluation of the whole project

It was agreed that as all required consultation with the graziers a drop-in session would be
appropriate. In consultation with the project manager and the Board the following invitation was
sent to all partners with requests to disseminate, in particular throughout the Graziers Association:
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The Black Mountains Land-Use Partnership, and their contractors Resources for Change, AECOM
and ADAS, invite you for a cup of tea and a chat to help shape the future and legacy of their
project ‘Managing Resources Sustainably in the Black Mountains’
If you make your living from the Black Mountains, please call in to Llanbedr Village Hall on
Thursday 28th June, any time between 11am and 8 pm to meet us for a cup of tea, a cake and a
chat – we need to work out how the project can help your business and improve the
management of the natural resources in the Black Mountains.
The Black Mountains Land Use Partnership is seeking to find out what is needed to help us create
a strong and thriving future for the Black Mountains, families and businesses. We need to gather
information about what you are doing and any plans or aspirations for the future; to learn from
your local knowledge and experience, as well as finding out any gaps. The purpose is to gather
information that will help us to formulate options and opportunities that we can decide to run
with, and have some funding to make them happen.
We also need to make sure that the project is on the right track and is meeting your expectations,
so even if you only have enough time for a tea break, spend it with us and make sure that your
business and family can benefit from this work. Partners will also be on hand to answer any
questions that you might have about the Partnership or the Project.
Please find the time to call in, we look forward to seeing you there!

The day received very little promotion and consequently the number attending was fewer than 20,
several of whom had been visited and interviewed by Resources for Change previously.
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ANALYSIS
The limited number of graziers we were able to contact hampered the objective to obtain qualitative
and quantitative evidence; however, the visits and interviews undertaken demonstrated shared
thinking and working, although a few interviewees had a greater focus on developing longer term
strategies that support their extended family and offer employment.
Resources for Change undertook an analysis of the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and
Threats (SWOT), it is presented below:

STRENGTHS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Traditional Skills in agriculture,
stockmanship, hedging, drystone walling
Common interest as all have grazing
rights (used or not) – strength in
numbers (100 graziers)
All have Black Mountains walks and
inbye land
Experience of working together
cooperatively – BMLUP, Glastȋr.
Location – easy access to economic
centres: Cardiff, Bristol, Hereford,
Birmingham, London
Farmers are in it for the long haul,
farming through generations
Tourism is significant locally, with
existing promotion of the Brecon
Beacons, plus specific to Black
Mountains.
National Park nationally known and
promoted
OPPORTUNITIES
Strength in numbers for buying, selling,
negotiating. Would include haulage,
straw, insurance, machinery ring (e.g.
Leominster)
Cost farming activities to assess viability
Farm for a day groups of 10 - £40 / pp
Add value to local produce – Food
Innovation Wales
£6M to Young People into Agriculture
Scheme for start-up or development
Working with existing enterprises to
develop a wider market and brand.
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WEAKNESSES
➢ No effective / reliable communication
between graziers.
➢ Weak infrastructure, internet, mobile phone
signal.
➢ Not all active farmers are able to find a home
locally.
➢ Young people are unable to stay, or find work
locally.
➢ We are told the average age is high (nearly 70
described as being one of the younger ones)
➢ Not all those with grazing rights take them up.
➢ Several want to continue as they are, but also
have a secure income.
➢ Few are adding value to the basic product.
➢ Cross Wales/England border means working
with more public bodies with different criteria.
➢ Some disruptive tourism
➢ National Park Regulations

THREATS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost effectiveness of labour
Ability to live locally is limited
Viability of current business models after
Brexit
New payment system proposed –same money
but more people.
Buying power of ‘outsiders’ for holiday /
retirement homes. Smaller holdings bought
up, holiday let or sold dwelling.
Tension between agricultural community and
DoE
Succession planning is lacking for many
Lack of long term strategy for many
Animal welfare (scab, TBF)

OPTIONS
Resources for Change has identified several options for developing enterprises, complementing and
expanding existing ones, and adding value to current offers. It should be noted that there is a clear
opportunity for the higher end of the market. Walkers and campers may not be a key market for the
Partnership; they are unlikely to spend much locally apart from the odd pint or packed lunch. This
paper does not include this type of tourism; however, the opportunity to develop a street food stall
for event such as the Green Man Festival may complement other enterprises. There is now a strong
market with couples, families and groups who take short breaks in the UK. Recent figures in mid
Powys show that visitor numbers have dropped a little but spend has increased.

1. BLACK MOUNTAINS EXPERIENCE BREAKS
Working together the farmers,
and other existing businesses can
develop a range of ‘holiday
packages; there are several gaps
in existing local skills, so there is
a need for new businesses and
local people to be trained, or for
recruitment outside the area.
This describes just one option,
but other experiences should be
included so that people return
and repeat visits. We envisage
this package being suitable for
groups of 10 - 12 people.
Work with other suppliers to
create a range of products that together make a package. We would suggest £600 - £800 per person
per week. This would be all inclusive.
a. Sunday Bed and Breakfast - local food
o Evening meal at pub / restaurant serving local food £10 allowance pp,
b. Monday – Farm visit learn about hedging and other field boundaries, practical activity with
farmhouse lunch.
c. Tuesday – Free day with packed lunch provided or voucher for local café e.g. Talgarth Mill
d. Wednesday – Lambing, feeding ewes, flock health, some practical activity with farmhouse
lunch provided.
e. Thursday – Guided walk, with packed lunch
f. Friday – Free day. Evening quiz night in a pub (maybe what they should have learned during
the week). Spit roasted lamb BBQ.
This is just one example; some packages may include a more structured programme including, talks,
indoor and out door activities such as craft, cooking, hurdle making, campfires may also appeal. The
options can be as broad as imagination and skills allow!
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OR
Farming for a day with groups of 10 - 12 adults at £40/pp offers an opportunity for the farmer to
explain why certain tasks are done, engage with the public and teach basic skills; collecting eggs,
feeding stock, carrying hay, removing thistles, mending a wall. Link with YFC who will be able to
provide public speakers, demonstrate shearing, grading etc.

2. EAT THE VIEW
Develop skills and accreditation http://foodinnovation.wales/zero2five-food-industry-centre/ or
http://www.cambriantraining.com to provide a range of local foods and drinks that are made
available through tourism providers, The Black Mountains Experience and other outlets. This could
include bread and bakery from Talgarth Mill and Brecon Cider from Black Mountains apples. Ready
meals, cakes, honey, sausage & bacon from Wild by Nature, Beef from Black Mountain beef, smoked
meat and fish from Black Mountains Smokery, etc.

Example: Beechenhill Farm on the Staffordshire, Derbyshire border has developed a range of
innovative enterprises since being hit by FMD in 2001. The organic farm provides a variety of
accommodation but also utilises the concept that people want a whole experience not only a
different location. UK tourists go abroad and eat local food and experience different cultures
why wouldn’t they here? Also remember that many tourists are from outside the UK, they want
to experience our culture, heritage and food. Generally, opportunities to experience our heritage
and culture in the UK isn’t readily available. Many visitors arrive at their holiday cottage either
loaded with food they have brought with them or are followed onto the premises by a
supermarket delivery. Beechenhill offers an ordering and delivery service
http://www.beechenhill.co.uk/.

See also Michael Pollan writing in the New York Times back in 2001
https://michaelpollan.com/articles-archive/eat-your-view/.
Very simple steps:
▪
▪

Offer apples on Black Mountain farms to Brecon Cider, they pick within 12 miles of Bwlch.
Invite a bee keeper to situate some hives on the Black Mountains, then labelled and sold as
Black Mountains honey.
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3. BLACK MOUNTAINS CHALET GIRLS
Another option to consider is the ‘chalet girl’ system. Chalet girls work in a chalet for a season; they
undertake all housekeeping duties and do all of the cooking. This means that they have to be good
cooks, able to provide a variety of meals for groups who want to spend all of their time outside and
active. Adjusting the chalet girl approach to Black Mountains would offer opportunities for young
people wanting to build their experience in the hospitality industry and bring a new level of guest
accommodation that is special to Black Mountains

4. BLACK MOUNTAINS WILDLAND

We suggest that the Partnership accepts that not all of the 10,500 Ha is ever going to be grazed and
managed as it was 50 or 100 years ago. It is more rewarding to work with the successes and
strengths of the community and landscape, rather than constantly attempt to achieve optimum
grazing and land management under current grazing mechanisms. We suggest radically changing the
approach. We note that changing grazing and management of common land is a legal matter and
requires considerable investigation, of which only some has been undertaken in this study. However,
it is evident that in the foreseeable future much of the Black Mountains will not achieve optimum
management under the current system.
We propose the partnership, owners and graziers work together to consider and agree what area (or
areas) is realistic to manage under current grazing methods; our research leads us to believe that
significant areas would sit outside those identified. It would then be possible to work through UK
and Welsh Government to install fencing and other methods of stock control to enable a more

Example: Knepp estate in Sussex has re-wilded 3,500 acres and now has a viable business with
camping, glamping, cottages, safaris and wild range meat. https://knepp.co.uk/. The land at
Knepp, is not conducive to intensive farming, although this had been the aim until 2001. A range
of sausages, steaks and burgers from free-roaming, pasture-fed, organic Old English longhorn
cattle, Tamworth pigs, and red and fallow deer is sold from Easter to the end of October,
ensuring that the main holiday season is supplied. Safaris cost approximately £40 pp and feature
bats, moths and bumblebee sessions, watching owls and other wildlife as well as deer; they also
include learning about trees and other habitats.
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radical and extensive system of land management, that would include stock production that would
be so free ranging as to be considered ‘wild’ for purposes of marketing. We would envisage stock
including cattle and deer that have data management collars that can be read from the computer,
without need to gather. This would include details on grazing, nutrient intake, health and roaming.
In New Zealand these collars also act to restrict roaming within a given area, although this is
currently not possible under EU regulations.
The John Muir Trust has a set of Wildland standards http://www.wildlandmanagement.org.uk
This option for many will require standing back from the instant ‘gut reaction’. The advantages are:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

It would also help to address the issue of fewer graziers taking up their rights.
It is exciting and would show Black Mountains leading the way.
Fit with the Ecosystem Services requirement of future subsidy agreements.
Gives a very strong marketing brand to the whole Black Mountains
Secures a reliable income stream for the Partnership through:
o Ecosystem Services
o Products including wild range meat and added value products
o Tourism opportunities
o Educational opportunities

The disadvantages are:
▪
▪
▪

Radical - there will be some opposition which will need to be considered and handled with
care. PR from the early stages will be essential.
Innovative so the Partnership will have few examples to learn from and will need to trial
methods of securing boundaries and stock control
Remote stock management is costly to set up and methods used outside the EU will require
investigation.

5. MANAGEMENT OF THE MOUNTAIN
Several graziers commented on issues around animal health. It is important that agreement is
reached on the management of the Black Mountains and the partnership works in cooperation to
eradicate the current problems and continues working together for gathering, dipping.
This will be less time consuming, welfare will be improved, and the land will be better managed.
There is a threat to the area as a whole should visitors or spot inspections find animals in a poor
state of health; bad news travels quickly which would affect stock and produce sales as well as
visitor numbers.
This would be a single agreement that will reap benefits for years to come.
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6. COST THE VIABILITY OF FARMING ACTIVITIES
Working out the cost of each farming activity is an excellent way to decide what steps to take to
make the enterprise more resilient in the future. With the information at hand, decisions can be
made as to whether it is better to buy a piece of machinery or contract the job out. This will assist
viability and develop better informed decisions.

7. BUYING AND MACHINERY RING
A Machinery Ring is a co-operative society of farmers and agricultural businesses who have the
mutual aim of reducing machinery and labour costs. The common objective is to reduce fixed and
variable costs by collectively rationalising the use of labour and machinery by sharing it in a formal
manner. It is clear that to an extent, the larger and more active the membership, the greater the
‘buying power’.

Example: There are excellent examples of buying and machinery rings, that offer opportunities
for members to purchase at feed, fuel, straw and other consumable at competitive rates,
negotiate insurance and other services, share labour, as well as receive training and
accreditation. An example of where this could be particularly useful may be the sharing of EID
equipment such as auto drafter, stock recorder and printer, where the outlay cost for a majority
of family farms is too high. Details can be found at http://www.machineryrings.org.uk/.

8. FARMING CONNECT – VENTURE
There is an absence of succession planning on several holdings, this is a common finding within the
farming community and Farming Connect is helping to address it through their Venture programme
https://businesswales.gov.wales/farmingconnect/posts/venture-%E2%80%93-farming-connectinitiative-successfully-matching-landowners-those-seeking-route

Farming Connect’s pioneering joint opportunities platform Venture, launched 18 months
ago, is helping facilitate much needed mobility within the agricultural industry in Wales. By
helping match individuals wanting to consider joint ventures such as contract or share
farming and providing support and guidance on how best to arrange these, Venture is now
facilitating a much needed solution for many individuals either wanting to scale down or exit
the industry and those seeking a new livelihood within it.

9. YOUNG PEOPLE INTO AGRICULTURE SCHEME – WALES
The second tranche of the Scheme closes at the end of August, but this and other schemes funded
through Welsh and UK Government offer opportunities for young people. It is important that the
Partnership works together to identify such funds and their associated options for growth.
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Earlier this year the Cabinet Secretary launched the £6m Young People into Agriculture scheme to
support new young entrants into the industry.
The scheme will offer start-up aid to top performing young people looking to establish a new
business or develop an existing business. Successful applicants will need to demonstrate they have
the attributes to lead dynamic businesses and drive positive change in the wider industry.
Following the first window for applications, 106 young people progressed to the next
stage. Recently, during the Royal Welsh Agriculture Show, the Cabinet Secretary announced a new
window for applications, which closes next week on 29 August.
https://gov.wales/newsroom/environmentandcountryside/2018/180822-theres-still-time-a-weekuntil-young-people-into-agriculture-scheme-closes/?lang=en
The Cabinet Secretary said:
“Young farmers are the future of agriculture and that is why attracting the most ambitious new and
young entrants to the industry is a priority of mine. Our £6m Young People into Agriculture scheme
aims to do just this and I am pleased 106 people have already progressed to the next stage.
“There are 150 places available on the scheme and at the Royal Welsh Show I announced a new
window for applications. With a week to go until that window closes, my message to aspiring young
people is simple - find out more about the sizeable support available through the scheme to kick start
your farming business and future career.
“It is now just over seven months until we leave the European Union and we are working with the
industry to help them prepare for the inevitable change and challenges ahead.

10. DISCRETIONARY TRUST
For some farms setting up a Discretionary Trust will give the current owners the security of knowing
that their farm will remain as a single holding and not become absorbed into a larger enterprise,
with the house sold or let as a holiday cottage. It also gives an opportunity for another generation to
experience traditional family farming, whilst leaving an income for beneficiaries. Professional advice
is important but this website provides useful information:
https://www.saga.co.uk/magazine/money/personal-finance/inheritance/setting-up-a-trust-forbeneficiaries-in-your-will

11. WORK EXPERIENCE / SCHOLARSHIP
The Black Mountains Partnership and the 137 graziers have a unique opportunity to create
something that will help put the Black Mountains on the map of the agricultural community long
into the future. From time to time farms become available and if the partnership felt able to create a
holding to enable young farmers who don’t have a farm in the family, to get a foot on the ladder.
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Interviews have demonstrated the wealth of expertise and knowledge of framing and stockmanship
held by the local farming community, and as has been pointed out, the local YFC often wins
competitions in traditional skills, shearing and grading. Therefore, we see this location as being a
perfect place for a young, enthusiastic person who has completed their degree or HND at
agricultural college and needs to take the next step in a career of upland farming. The option of
offering a scholarship to a young farmer would bring an exciting new dimension to the communities
and help to make Black Mountains ‘different’ from the Brecon Beacons National Park.
The National Trust Farm, Llyndy Isaf in Snowdonia has run a 12 month scholarship scheme for 5
years. In consultation with YFC it has just been changed to offer 3 year placements, which they
believe offer better quality coaching and mentoring. https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/craflwynand-beddgelert/features/llyndy-isaf-farm-. The system designed to work for the National Trust may
not fit the partnership; however, consideration of the potential for such a scheme that offers real
farming opportunities to young people who currently would be excluded is worth serious
consideration.
An apprenticeship scheme could also work, but the key to both options would be that the schemes
are run by the partnership rather than something taken forward by individuals. Pump priming funds
for such a scheme would be found through several grant schemes, with payment from the subsidies
and sales generated during the placement.

12. DAFFODILS AND OTHER PLANTS
Scientific research found that galantamine extracted from Bulgarian wild daffodils was beneficial in
treating Alzheimer’s Disease. It was licenced by NICE in 1999; however, the pharmaceutical industry
developed a synthetic compound that appeared to meet the needs and didn’t damage wild flora.
More recently evidence has shown that the synthetic product is not as efficacious as the natural one,
and field trials have shown that the Black Mountains climate and altitude is ideal for harvesting the
optimum quality of galantamine; this is known as ‘The Black Mountains Effect’. Agroceuticals,
Glasbury on Wye is leading and is producing commercially with several fields of daffodils growing
above Hay on Wye, more sites are sought year on year. Land is not taken out of food production and
this crop provides additional income for the farmer. Typically the income would be in the region of
£250 - £300 / Ha per annum and there are certain criteria that would need to be met, but there is no
financial outlay for the farmer.
This project has two work streams: production, and research and selection. The company is working
with IBERS and is their biggest private partner; it is also working with 17 universities.
There are at least two opportunities:
▪
▪

Growing daffodils and contributing to the treatment of a major debilitating illness.
www.agroceutical.com/
Offering Black Mountains visits to the bulb fields, much as the famous Keukenhof Gardens in
Netherlands, where thousands of people visit annually to see the tulip fields, which are now
world famous. keukenhof.nl/en/
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▪

Other opportunities for working to develop medicinal uses for local plants needs to be
considered, which requires keeping an ear to the ground and being ready to respond.
www1.kew.org/science/directory/projects/MedicUsesBritPlants.html

13. BLACK MOUNTAINS FOR HEALTH
Nationally, significant emphasis is placed on health and preventative activity. The Partnership has
the opportunity to link with Welsh and UK Government as well as local authorities, Health and Public
Service Boards. Health and Well-being objectives exist in England and Wales although they are
expressed differently. Opportunities to offer activities that will help meet these objectives would be
welcomed and could include a wide range of activity, some suggestions are:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Half/one day guided walk for the unfit or those with heart conditions or diabetes; this could
include provision of a healthy lunch (local produce, of course)
Regular opportunities for volunteering from certain groups e.g. supporting people with
moderate learning difficulties (fee to be charged to the Local Authority)
Planned and promoted circular walks of varying distances and challenges
Yoga barns are peaceful locations that are warm and comfortable for quiet exercise such as
yoga and pilates. These would not only attract people through the services listed above but
would draw a much wider market that could include parties from other countries. Links with
other hospitality providers would include caterers, pubs and restaurants as well as guides to
lead walks.

14. BLACK MOUNTAINS TRAILS
There is an opportunity for holdings with space for horses to be kept overnight in fields or stables
can work with existing B&B providers or develop a product specifically for the horse riding fraternity.
Trails and rides can be developed that enable riding and or driving for a day or half day’s trek. This
would be directed at a specific market that has certain needs and expectations. It is also a good idea
to add a couple of annual events that attract attracted day trippers as well as the holiday market.
This can include charges, lunch and a competitive or social element.

Example: Following the FMD in 2001 the local community surrounding Dyfnant Forest south of
Lake Vyrnwy developed with Forestry Commission a series of riding and horse driving trails
http://rainbowtrails.org.uk/ this project has maintained a range of local businesses, with
holdings offering accommodation and a field for the guests’ horses. A similar scheme could be
developed around the Black Mountains
.
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SKILLS MATRIX
We have listed four of the options and identified the relevant skills and training in the matrix below.
This gives an ‘at a glance’ understanding of the range of skills required to deliver just these options.
We see this as a key strength to any strategy. The options offer a range of work and career
opportunities for young people born and brought up in the area, as well as offering opportunities
that will attract other people to live in the Black Mountains. Our focus has been on ensuring a
resilient future for the graziers, and for that future there must be communities, schools, shops,
reliable internet and all of those things that comprise a resilient society.

Opportunities
Skills / Tasks

Black
Mountains
Experience

Eat
the
View

Black
Mountains
Wildland

Black
Mountains
Buying Ring

Internal Communications, Coordinator Admin –
CRB etc
External communications Marketing, PR &
partnerships development
IT, web design, ordering, booking systems and
maintenance
Catering food standards
Food technology & innovation
Coaching, training the trainer
Walk/ safari leaders
Transport and delivery of food
Transport of visitors
Ecology, monitoring & surveying,
Drone - surveying and monitoring extensive stock
Enterprise development/ governance
‘Housekeeping’, management glamping / camping
Game / wild meat abattoir & butchery

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
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√
√
√
√
√
√

√

√

√
√

LOCAL CONNECTIONS TO BUILD UPON
It has been noted that several businesses have the used name Black Mountain, when they are
located in the Black Mountains
▪
▪

▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

▪

Ann Seymour photographer www.annseymour.co.uk has more than 1,800 followers over
4,000 likes on Twitter. She has posted a lot of information about the partnership.
Black Mountains College is in early development stages but aspires to offer a rural skills
aspect to its curriculum. The following suggestions have been made by the partnership.
o ‘ranching’ experience idea for visitors to pay for an upland experience—sheep
gathering experience and sort sheep *
o bracken rolling with horses*
o dry stone walling experience*
o hedging experience*
Wild by Nature Meats at Longtown www.wildbynaturemeats.com Is a young and thriving
enterprise which produces and sells a range of meat from their Herdwicks, Oxford Sandy
Blacks and Belted Galloways. An opportunity for stronger links with the partnership and
graziers would be welcomed.
Black Mountain Beef, Llangenny. www.blackmountainbeef.com/about-us.html
Black Mountains Smokery, Crickhowell. www.smoked-foods.co.uk/
Talgarth Mill – heritage, bakery, café, mill http://talgarthmill.com/
Break Free from Plastics Crickhowell http://www.brecon-radnor.co.uk
Apple juice – Brecon Beacons Cider https://www.welshcider.co.uk/mid-wales-producers
Colin Morel bracken project;
Hatteral Ridge Spring Water – Longtown http://www.hatterrallridge.co.uk/
WJ George – butcher & abattoir (Talgarth) http://georgebutchers.co.uk/
WoolCool, Stone Staffordshire www.woolcool.com makes insulated packaging from wool.
We would suggest that when following options in this document it would be appropriate to
seek to use products and packaging closely associated with the area and its produce.
Black Mountains Cycle Centre offers cycling experiences in and near to the Black Mountains.
https://blackmountainscyclecentre.com
Good Day Out offers experiences such as walking a sheep or donkey, feeding pigs,
shepherding, throughout the Brecon Beacons, there are opportunities for farmers and
graziers to participate in the offer. https://gooddayout.co.uk/
Black Mountains Barns and Longtown offer a location for events, and wellbeing exercise
stays. https://blackmountainsbarns.co.uk/
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LESSONS LEARNED
The process agreed has drawn out key issues which we recommend are addressed promptly. The
outcome of the work to address the issues will undoubtedly directly affect the viability of all of the
options identified in this document.
➢ Responsibility for communication within the Graziers Association falls on the Chairman and Vice
Chairman. There are 137 graziers, many of whom do not use email frequently. There is no
effective, reliable communication between the graziers and neither does anyone else have the
information to communicate with them. This has a had a very serious impact upon R4C’s ability
to gather information, interview face to face or by phone; therefore, many graziers would be
right to feel excluded from the process. We believe that this needs to be rectified as a matter of
urgency. Communications have been very poor, and it has become clear that a proportion of the
Graziers know little, if anything, about the Partnership, despite considerable effort by the project
manager.
o We suggest that the Association should contract an administrator, there are several
small businesses in that would take on the administration of the Association and
undertake communication efficiently and at little cost. This would be with someone who
understands data regulations and finance and who has experience of confidentiality.
Such as Our VA, the company contracted by Resources for Change, which is based in
Llangattock.
➢ Weak infrastructure, internet, mobile phone signal. The weak infrastructure has an impact on
local people and on their ability to develop their businesses. This constraint can, to some extent
be overcome. Welsh Government is encouraging all businesses to have superfast broadband, but
some would appreciate even a reliable signal!
o There will be local initiatives to bring a reliable signal to Black Mountains and the areas
where there is no, or very poor signal are limited. ITS Technology is one company that
provides digital technology to very isolated communities and farms.
https://www.itstechnologygroup.com/
➢ Not all active farmers are able to find a home locally. It has become clear through some of the
interviews, that there is a real difficulty for local people to find a home of their own. There are
some cases of 3 generations having to share accommodation, or families living in mobile homes
for decades because they can’t build a second property on the farm when the business can
demonstrate through workload and income generation, the need for the extra home.
o The National Park restrictions on building new houses has been brought up by several
interviewees.
o Criteria for building within the National Park is set out in the Welsh Government in
Technical Advice Note 6 http://gov.wales/topics/planning/policy/tans/tan6/?lang=en
The Local Development Plan defines this at http://www.beacons-npa.gov.uk/wpcontent/uploads/Brecon-Written-Statement.pdf. It has been suggested that a planning
workshop may help the graziers to submit successful applications.
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➢ Some interviewees have commented that young people are unable to stay, or find work locally,
this is also linked to the higher earning opportunities just outside the area, for example
construction on the Heads of the Valleys road.
o The options we have presented would make a huge difference to the career
opportunities available to young people. We suggest working with local colleges and
offering opportunities for young adults who have been to university or college and
worked in other areas before returning or moving to Black Mountains to work and bring
up their families.
➢ Not all those with grazing rights take them up; however, we have also found that some are
grazing far more stock than their rights allow. This is something that seems to work but is very
informal. There are also some farmers who would love to graze the mountain and know the
benefits of upland meat.
o It would be beneficial if formal negotiations could be undertaken to regularise the
grazing and enable those who want to do so, to benefit from grazing, whilst agreeing
other uses for the area that is under-grazed and reverting.
➢ In some quarters there is lack of realism about subsidies and the future of farming. It is not the
role of this piece of work to address this in any detail; however, the Partnership needs to be
aware and keep reiterating that subsidies as they are now, are ending, and that those in receipt
of public funds (subsidies) are going to have to deliver for the public good, and that will be goods
and services such as those suggested in this document.
o It is of course a choice for every farmer, whether they wish to attract and apply for
subsidy; it is not a requirement.
➢ Farms that straddle the Wales/England border have far more paperwork to deal with. They also
have to meet different criteria. This adds considerably to their workload and therefore costs, for
example, moving stock from one field to another can require movement licences. Some
interviewees have also registered some frustration when various bodies, organisations etc each
carry out their own agenda without discussing with the others.
o Discussion between the bodies to understand how this impacts on a farmer’s daily life
would be helpful.
o Communication between the organisations and bodies involved in the Black Mountains
is just as important as that between the graziers. The feeling of mild frustration in some
quarters seems to be due to not seeing a joined-up approach.
➢ In general tourism was not seen to be problematic; however, there is one exception, which is
Duke of Edinburgh Award scheme walkers. Although the young people are seen to be doing their
best, considerable concern was registered regarding their adult leaders. We are aware that the
leaders have to allow the young people to go alone, but preparation and monitoring is very
important in such an environment. Recent changes in Scheme delivery and monitoring may
make this situation worse.
o It may be that an approach by the Partnership or National Park to the DoE Scheme
would help to avert what some of the interviewees have identified as ‘an accident
waiting to happen’.
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In conclusion; Resources for Change has identified a range of options that would work as individual
enterprises but would also complement each other. Skills identified are broad, the enable residents
of all ages and backgrounds to benefit from the career opportunities and the added income for their
existing businesses. Several interviewees commented that a Black Mountains brand would be
advantageous but acknowledged that having a product such as lamb, that is seasonal would be
difficult to develop successfully as the only product; we believe that the options presented here
offer opportunities and innovation to ensure a resilient future for the Black Mountains communities.
Thank you for the opportunity to undertake this fascinating piece of work.
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CONSULTATION PURPOSE
Resources for Change has been appointed by Brecon Beacons National Park Authority on behalf of
the Black Mountains Land Use Partnership to prepare a Proof of Concept Options Paper as one of
the project elements of their Sustainable Management Scheme. This project element is known as
Investing in Rural Skills and the Future of Hill Farming. The work will identify aspects, projects and
themes where a rural skills programme and other funding could be focussed. The consultation will
focus upon the farmers and graziers and include the wider rural community where appropriate. This
document sets out the framework for the consultation but also allows for the flexibility for the work
to develop and:
•
•
•
•

Be forward thinking,
Identify skills gaps,
Liaise with colleges and other organisations,
Generate a final report that addresses the social, environmental and economic needs of the
Black Mountains.

CONSULTATION ETHOS
Resources for Change adopts the Scottish National Standards for Community Engagement and will
work to these through the contract to ensure that our processes are open, fair and inclusive:
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Funding for this work is via the Sustainable Management Scheme (SMS). The grant scheme is to
support the improvement and management of our natural resources and in so doing to contribute to
the well-being of our rural communities.

Resources for Change has a track record of working to the principles of sustainable development and
will consider its impact upon the environment whilst undertaking this contract. Driving to carry out
face to face interviews, support stalls and focus groups will of course be necessary and essential to
meet the social and well-being goals. However, other techniques have also been identified that will
ensure they meet the needs of the Partnership, community whilst considering impact on the
environment.

Over 20 years’ experience stands behind this piece of work, with R4C having worked in the field of
rural resource development since its inception. Specialists have been brought together so that the
broader expertise within the R4C team can dig deeper and draw out the finer points that require
local and technical knowledge from practical upland farming and strategic policy perspectives
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TIMETABLE
There have been some delays to the timetable agreed at the inception meeting and we are keen that
we have the time to speak to the farmers and graziers during their limited agricultural ‘window’. It
was planned to commence interviews at the beginning of May, so it is essential that contact details
for interviewees are made available as a priority.
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2

3

4
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17
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Description
March

April

May

June

July

Aug

Inception
Desk
Research
Plan
consultation,

Site visits
with partners
Options
analysis
Validation
Draft & Final
Report &
presentation
Contract
management,
client liaison
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RWAS

Consultation
with partners
&
stakeholders
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INFORMATION GATHERING TECHNIQUES
We have created a matrix to identify the stakeholders and then the most appropriate techniques(s)
to consult with them.
We have also identified, (but have no confirmation at this stage) that it may be an option for the YFC
to participate by carrying simple semi-structured interviews with a range of stakeholders. These
would not provide the depth of information that we would be able to gather in more detailed
interviews but will add to our understanding and could be followed up should the need arise.

STAKEHOLDER MAPPING

Group

Farmers,
Graziers
YFCs
Farm workers
Auctioneers
Abattoirs
Tourism
providers
Local outlets
Education
providers
NPTC
Black
Mountains
College
Apprenticeships
BMLUP Estates
Entrepreneurs

Web/
desk
research

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Survey
Monkey

F2F
interview

3rd Party
F2F
interview

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

Phone
interview

Stalls

Focus
group

Generator
event

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

The purpose of the semi-structured interviews is to gather information on the following topics:
•

Skills / expertise - We need to know what skills and expertise there are ‘in house’, i.e. within
the stakeholder group. This could be an unidentified business opportunity. There will also be
stakeholders that have capacity such as machinery or equipment that could be utilised through
a machinery ring, or a building that could be rented to another stakeholder, as well as
opportunities for coaching or mentoring.

•

Skills gaps – We need to find out what stakeholder feel they are lacking. Do they have to
outsource certain business requirements? Are they able to carry out their business
requirements such as VAT returns, Glastîr completion and submissions? Are there things
standing in their way, matters of concern about the future?
o If they do want to increase skills, how would they want to do this? Formal route
full or part time, short courses, accreditation, research visits etc.
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•

Aspiration – We need to draw out any ambitions and goals that stakeholders identify, whether
simple goals regarding the existing business or entrepreneurial aspirations.
o Some stakeholders will also be asked whether they would like the opportunity to
meet with people who have more innovative business development experience.

•

Extra information/ further contact direction – any further information we can glean as well as
key informants that should be consulted.
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ONLINE QUESTIONS
This questionnaire can be completed by any member of a farming partnership and may include
responses from the business members.
1. Are you farming alone or as part of a family or business partnership?
a. I farm alone
b. I farm in partnership
i. With my spouse
1. Only job / has another job as well
ii. With my sibling
1. Only job / has another job as well
iii. With my child / children
1. Only job / has another job as well
iv. With a business partner
1. Only job / has another job as well
c. Do you employ anyone else? Y /N
i. If Y please state how many F/T and P/T
d. Do you have another job as well?

2. Skills / expertise
a. Do you have any specific skills or qualifications? Y / N
b. If Yes, please list - free text
3. Skills gaps
a. Do you currently do your own booking keeping, VAT etc? Y /N
i. If N – do you pay for this service Y /N
1. If Y What body do you pay – Farming Union / accountant / other,
please name
b. Do you complete your own SAF, Glastîr completion and submissions etc? Y/N
i. If N – do you pay for this service Y /N
1. If Y What body do you pay – Farming Union / accountant / other,
please name.
c. Are there skills you wish to have to reduce your costs / improve your knowledge of
how to do the office work? Y/N
i. If Y what type of learning would suit you? Full or part time, short courses,
small informal groups.
d. Are there other skills you would like to have to enable you to develop your business?
Please give details – free text
e. Would you like to achieve some form of accreditation?
4. Aspiration – Have you plans or aspirations for your future and that of your family for which
you need to gather further information or carry out feasibility? Y /N
a. Please give details – Free text
5. Do you and your family see farming in the Black Mountains as where your future lies? Y/ N
a. We would like to know more about why you have selected that response, please
give more details.
6. Would you be willing to participate in a focus group held within the Black Mountains? Y /N
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REACHING HARD TO REACH GROUPS
We have identified that reaching the key informants, farmers and graziers will be challenging for
several reasons:

Risk
Many are sole businesses and
may be unwilling to spare
capacity to spend time
responding to consultation.
They are mobile through their
working day

Most will be unable to use a
mobile phone in their isolated
places of work.
Much of the time they are
dealing with stock, which
require attention at unplanned
times
Some will be reluctant to
discuss their business and
aspirations.

Mitigation
Interviewers are used to upland farming and will work around
the interviewees either meeting on their own land face to face
or arranging a phone call at a time and day to suit.
Online responses and short phone interviews are further
options for all stakeholders
Interviewers can carry out their discussion ’on the move’,
making notes to write up later.
All methods of consultation offer flexible times with online
being entirely at the respondent’s will.
There will be an assumption that mobile phones would only be
used for brief calls and not to carry out detailed discussion.
Unexpected things happen, and stock welfare must come first.
If necessary, we will wait or re arrange an appointment.

All information is anonymised for the consultation and any
specific information would only be passed on with full
permission of the respondent.
If we feel that we have hit a barrier and need more information
we will bring this to the attention of the Steering group.

ADDITIONAL ACCESS CONSIDERATIONS
We shall be working in a rural area where access may not be suitable for all vehicles. For this work all
site visits will be made by people used to working on farms and in the uplands; they will travel in
appropriate vehicles and wear suitable clothing.
Visits will be planned and carried out by specialists that will be able to interview and make visual
assessments whilst accompanying the interviewees, utilising the mobile nature of the interview to
add depth and breadth to the findings where necessary.

DATA COLLECTION AND STORAGE
All data gathered will be stored on Resources for Change secure system.
Phone and face to face interviews will be written in note form, then typed up and stored with the
contact details for each interviewee, in the contract folder for the length of the contract.
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Online data is accessible through our password protected system and will only be accessible to R4C
staff.
Consultation data is gathered in a series of matrices that facilitate analysis and will be used by the
internal team during analysis sessions to dig deeper and draw out key themes.
DATA PROTECTION
In line with General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) which come into force on 25th May 2018
Resources for Change will write to each person for whom we need to hold contact details explaining
that at the end of the contract their details will be deleted permanently from our system unless they
request that we maintain contact with them.
During the contract period all information for this work will be stored in a separate folder on our
secure system with access only to R4C employees; Associates do not have access to this system.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Alison Davies - Contract Manager will liaise with Bradley Welch, copying emails to Mark Ward. In her
absence, this will be undertaken by Cerys Thomas. Typically, this will include a summary bulletpointed email of work delivered and work in progress, as well as informal emails and phone
conversations as necessary. In between these periods, Alison will be your first point of contact for
on-going support and input. Alison will review progress on a regular basis against the detailed
workplan; should emerging issues be identified, she will contact Mark at the earliest opportunity
with suggestions for mitigation measures.
Alison will set up and agree the consultation with Bradley and will carry out semi structured
interviews with key informants, entrepreneurs and potential educational providers. Set up
consultation stalls and run focus groups. Facilitator
Cerys Thomas - will carry out desk and web research and phone interviews with key stakeholders
within the Black Mountains and research wider educational opportunities outside the area with
potential for replication or creating useful relationships. Support stalls and focus groups. Facilitator
Ifan Davies - will undertake face to face semi-structured interviews with farmers and graziers as well
as supporting focus groups. Support facilitator
Steve Evison - has an advisory role to support the review of the consultation process which will be
carried out after the first couple of days to ensure that we are getting the information we need. This
review will be carried out in early May. Should the Generator event be held Steve will lead on
design.

REPORTING
Regular bullet pointed updates will be emailed to Bradley with phone calls as needed.
The Project Board meeting on 31st July at Glanusk will take the form of a Validation Session
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